Nutrition Environment Measures Survey – Restaurant (NEMS-R) & Cafeterias (NEMS-C)
DATA COLLECTION - Accessibility

1. Accessibility

   a. Are menus available in any alternative formats? (check those that apply)
      - O Electronic
      - O Pictogram
      - O No menu
      - O Large Print
      - X No alternate format

   b. Is there at least one seating area that can accommodate a person using a mobility device and is not blocking paths?
      - X Yes
      - O No seating

   c. Are all, many, some or no counters 34” or less from the floor?
      - O All counters
      - O Many counters
      - X Some counters
      - O No counters

   d. Are all, many, some or none of the aisles/path(s) in the restaurant/cafeteria 3 feet wide or wider?
      - O All aisles
      - O Some aisles
      - X Many aisles
      - O No aisles

   e. Are there no obstacles, some obstacles or many obstacles in the aisles/path(s) that are difficult to traverse?
      - O No obstacles
      - O Many obstacles
      - X Some obstacles

   f. Are checkout lanes designated with the international sign of accessibility?
      - O All lanes
      - X No lanes

   g. Is there an “assistance available upon request” sign posted at entrance, near salad bar or other hard to reach areas?
      - O Yes
      - X No

   h. Does the restaurant/cafeteria train staff to provide requested assistance and accommodations (reading menu, carry tray, lead around, assistance at self-serve areas)
      - O Yes
      - X No

Name of Restaurant/Cafeteria: XYZ Cafeteria
Date: 3/11/17

Note obstacles or hazards below:

Counters that are too high:
Venilis, condiments, microwaves, tray returns.

Main aisles are OK. Some aisles between tables are less than 3 ft wide.

If yes, note location of signs below:

If yes, is it a policy? O Yes O No